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This essay is going to illustrate the different stages in language acquisition that children pass through and elicit the
theories in accordance. In the stage of "the.

This report will discuss a range of pedagogical practices to support language acquisition for English as
Additional Language children in context of early childhood education in Aotearoa New Zealand. In order to
help children with language you must be able to teach them in all domains of English regardless of what
cultural background they come from. Chomsky, for example, has categorized humans as innate, we basically
do not learn language through our caregivers parents, grandparents, day care personnel but we are born with
the capability to utter words and create sentences on our own since birth. Because of his ideas about the
innateness of language and the potential for a critical period, linguists have spent the past decades studying
infants and children trying to understand the language process They also believe that students need the proper
motivation in order to successfully acquire a language This essay is going to illustrate the different stages in
language acquisition that children pass through and elicit the theories in accordance. If one wishes to play a
new game he must first go over some basic rules, which in our case would be: understanding sounds, words
and sentences and how they can be combined into meaningful structures. The process of SLA, Krashen
claimed, is an acquired process as opposed to a learned one. Noam claimed that we are all born with a set of
rules, known as Universal Grammar, which every human encompasses and differences in languages is just a
variation of the use of this rule. The reason for homonymy for Fletcher and Garman is the fact that homonymy
reflects the unconscious awareness of the principle of phonemic contrast. Starting mandatory second language
learning in elementary school would improve create a more rounded person, support cultural growth and even
improve in their native tongue This is the same issue when an English speaker attempts to learn another
language especially the Middle Eastern or Asian Languages. It contains numerous sound systems that allow
people to use distinct words. This decision is at the forefront of debate on language identity, education, and
standardization in America Learning a language, know as language acquisition, is something that every child
does successfully within a few years. How Language Acquisition Will Be Motivation - People have been
interested for thousands of years in how babies seem to be so effortlessly and universally successful in
learning their first language. With respect to stage 1, where the child utters sentences like e. These theorists
say that learning to read and write is a natural process that needs very little instruction, I have to disagree. In
the stage of "the first sounds", the noises produced by infants are simply responses to stimuli, for instance
crying as a reaction to hunger. The interaction and communication within the environment also plays an
essential role in the development of language acquisition. Possessing this ability to communicate through the
use of language is thought to be a quintessential human trait Pinker  It plays a crucial role in the cognitive,
social and emotional development of the child Berk,  At an early age, children are only learning one language
that is the mother tongue. This report will discuss a range of pedagogical practices to support language
acquisition for English as Additional Language children in context of early childhood education in Aotearoa
New Zealand. It is not possible to pick out a certain grammar structure, but to classify the semantic or
sociolinguistic function of the words given above. Ancient philosophers, like Plato, used their observations to
pose notions of language acquisition and early Indian scholars began the first debates between nativists and
behaviorists Stanford Encyclopedia. Children acquire their first language through relating pre-existing notions
with language. This remarkable ability to acquire language is the basis for a central debate: how much of our
ability to acquire, produce and understand language is innate genetically programmed and how much is
acquired by learning It is a wonderful capacity when humans start to pick up their first own words in their first
life. Piaget believed that Children learned from imitation from people around them, such as their parents and
caretakers. Also, since Klingon is a fictional language and not spoken in society the child would not be able to
communicate with others, which may cause the child to reject this fictional language What is most amazing
about this is that children gain this capability in such a short amount of time. The social conversations are
usually informal forms of communicating where individuals use this type of communicating when speaking or
listening to another individual face to face where the vocabulary content is less difficult The capability to
produce novel and complex sentences is a skill that every child learns if the conditions allow him or her to do
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so. Hmong is my native language. To speak with many investigators, it takes the form of specific concepts
such as containment, support and lower than in vertical alignment, which correspond relatively directly to the
words in, on, and under. One of the queries that as humans we have are how did we learn to speak and how do
we know what to say and when to say certain things. Johnson and Newport find that age is to some extent
most significant factor which leads to the individual difference of second language acquisition


